CNC Lathe Operators Needed
1st and 2nd shift positions available.
Work in a brand new facility with a growing company.
Centerline is a contract job shop serving multiple industries
We are looking for dedicated-reliable people with setup and job shop experience
This is not a button pusher job, you will be setting tools, making fixtures, programming,
taking a job from start to finish.
Requirements
-Ability to operate multi axis CNC Turning Machines
-Ability to program multi axis CNC Turning Machines
-Live tooling lathe experience a plus
-Knowledgeable in tooling offsets and cutting tool setup
-Ability to operate manual Lathe if required
-Knowledgeable on Mazak controls (will train the right G-Code person)
-Experience in low volume and high volume environment
-Proficient in both setup and operation
-Ability to operate multiple CNC Lathes as production demands
-Knowledgeable in materials, speed/feed parameters, advanced cutting tools and their
application. Willing to work with tooling suppliers on new cutting tool technology
-Ability to make fixtures and tooling as needed
-Setup reduction and cycle reduction time experience is preferred
-Ability to maintain equipment including lubrication level, light machine repair, coolant
levels, coolant concentration, etc.
-Willing to work overtime including some weekends as required
-Practice safe work practices including use of safety glasses, side shields, steel toe shoes,
safe lifting methods, and safe machine use methods
Experience
-2 to 5 years experience in CNC Turning
-Will consider recent machine tool tech program graduates
-Mazak experience a plus, but will train the right G-Code person on the control
-Conversational programming experience a plus
Package includes: pay based on experience, health insurance, 401K match, holidays and
vacation
Email resume or drop off application
Centerline Machining and Grinding
760 Centerline Dr.
Hobart, WI 54155
Out HWY 29 West Green Bay, along the highway on south side...if you get to
Maplewood meats you have gone too far
Email Resume

Compensation commensurate with experience

